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ABSTRACT
In today's business environment, enterprise computing deployments must be able to handle the challenges that
companies face while adhering to IT standards. With the SAS platform being a multi-tiered environment consisting of
components residing on client desktops, middle-tier Web servers, compute servers, and data assets, SAS customers
are looking for ways to modernize their environment without breaking the bank. When looking to modernize your SAS
environment, there are many things to consider. This paper takes a practical approach to re-architecting SAS
environments. It identifies typical architecture scenarios while taking into consideration that each customer has
unique needs. This paper can be used as a reference when looking to modernize your SAS environment.

INTRODUCTION
Traditional SAS deployments typically fall into one of three categories: desktop, server-based, or a combination of
the two. These environments give developers and analysts the ability to create valued information quickly. While this
information is vital to success, these environments are coming under more scrutiny as company standards and
policies are more strictly enforced.
A common goal is to create a computing environment that can handle the challenges businesses face including
increased data volumes, the need for more complex analysis, tighter processing windows, shorter development
cycles, governance, and adherence to regulations. Often these environments are designed to meet the short term
need and then require re-engineering.
To build an environment that is dynamic, organizations need SAS deployments that are flexible, scalable, able to
improve performance, and increase productivity. This paper discusses typical SAS deployments including the SAS®
Business Analytics Framework, additional SAS technologies that help modernize these deployments, and using these
technologies together to create a competitive edge.

TRADITIONAL SAS DEPLOYMENT METHODS
For years, Foundation SAS has been deployed in the enterprise utilizing one of three methods:
1.

Desktop SAS Deployment
•
•
•

2.

Server SAS (Foundation)
•
•
•

3.

This is the least expensive deployment method.
The SAS analyst has direct access to data from the enterprise for desktop analysis.
Analytical datasets are typically stored local to the desktop, or on a network file share.

A terminal emulator is used to connect and launch SAS on the server.
The SAS analyst has direct access to data from the enterprise to analyze on the server.
It is more expensive than a desktop solution, but computing capacity is increased to make this deployment
faster and more efficient for large data volumes.

Desktop and Server Combination
•
•
•
•

Foundation SAS is installed on the desktop and on a server.
The SAS analyst launches the desktop SAS deployment to execute analytical processes locally and/or
remotely on the server.
The ability to interact between local and remote SAS is enhanced by the ability to write code locally, execute
it locally or remotely, and upload or download data.
The SAS analyst can work locally if not connected to the network.

Figure 1 illustrates these traditional SAS deployments with data movement represented by the arrow width.
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Figure 1. Traditional SA
AS Deploymen
nt Methods wiith Data Move ment Across the Enterprise
e

While traditional deploym
ments are still viiable, they pres
sent challengess for both analyysts and IT.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Th
he SAS analys
st is limited to writing
w
code. There is no code
e generating ca
apability within
n the SAS® Disp
play
Manager.
M
Th
here is no visual process flow
w to help underrstand the deta il analytical ste
eps or an efficie
ent way to naviigate
to
o a specific step
p where modifications are nee
eded.
All data must be
e copied to the Foundation SA
AS engine, whe
ether on the de
esktop or on a sserver, before a
any
an
nalysis can tak
ke place.
If SAS is on the desktop, data is moved acros
ss the enterprisse network. Trransferring larg
ge data volume
es
cross the netwo
ork reduces the
e analyst’s productivity and im
mpacts networkk performance.
ac
Desktop process
sing presents a scalability iss
sue with data sttored and proccessed on a loccal disk.
Data used for an
nalytics becomes stale over tiime.
Data stored outs
side the system
m of record pres
sents operation
n and security risks.
In
n large deploym
ments, there are
e multiple SAS licenses to be
e managed and
d maintained w
which can becom
me an
ad
dministrative burden.
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SAS BUS
SINESS AN
NALYTICS FRAMEWOR
F
RK
The SAS Business
B
Analy
ytics Framework (Figure 2) pro
ovides a tier-ba
ased architectu
ure for analyzin
ng data with bo
oth
desktop an
nd web-based interfaces. This framework offfers a central p
point of control for access, co
onfiguration, an
nd
consistenc
cy. The fit-to-ta
ask desktop inte
erfaces aid the SAS analyst w
with code gene
erating wizards and a program
m
editor with integrated syntax help for auto-generating code
c
to analyze
e data. These interfaces can
n interact with e
each
other in a collaborative
c
an
nalytical enviro
onment. In this deployment, d
data remains se
ecure in the se
erver environme
ent
and only moves
m
to the SA
AS Business An
nalytics Serverr when needed . There is one
e SAS license tto maintain for all
users. Con
nsolidating data
a and streamlin
ning processes
s promotes efficciency and ena
ables collabora
ation among SA
AS
analysts.

Figure 2. The SAS Business Analytic
cs Framework
k

Many of these deploymen
nts utilize large
e SMP environm
ments and custtomers are looking for cost efffective optionss to
i
proces
sses. The Bus
siness Analytics
s Framework iss designed to b
be extensible, tto align with oth
her
scale and improve
SAS technologies that ca
an address scalability, reduce data moveme nt, minimize da
ata duplication, and improve
m
These
T
technolo
ogy enhancements are coverred in the follow
wing sections.
workload management.

WORKLO
OAD DISTR
RIBUTION AND
A
HIGH AVAILABILIT
A
TY
Up to this point,
p
the discu
ussion has focu
used mainly on single SAS se
erver deployme
ents. Many larg
ge enterprises have
more than one SAS serve
er. These serv
vers can be con
nfigured to worrk together to m
more evenly disstribute the ana
alytical
a provide a highly
h
available SAS analytica
al framework. A scale-out app
proach provide
es flexibility to a
add
workload and
capacity as
s needed along
g with the ability
y to distribute workload
w
acrosss the environm
ment.
There are several
s
options
s for leveraging
g multiple SAS servers in a diistributed envirronment. The ffirst involves lo
oad
balancing, where the worrkload is distributed across multiple SAS serrvers based on
n basic workloa
ad distribution lo
ogic.
bust workload and
a server man
nagement solu tion involving tthe SAS® Grid Manager.
The second is a more rob
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LOAD BA
ALANCING MULTIPLE
M
SA
AS SERVERS
S
The SAS Business
B
Analy
ytics Framework utilizes SAS clients to deve
elop process flo
ows and code tto be executed in
SAS works
spaces on the server.
s
These workspaces ca
an be distribute
ed across one or more physiccal compute no
odes
defined in the
t SAS metad
data. These se
ervers form a cluster of availa
able resources for executing w
work from the S
SAS
clients. On
nce a SAS workspace is created and assign
ned to a SAS cllient session, itt remains in efffect until the cliient
session terrminates.
While this section
s
focuses
s on workspace servers, it’s important to no
ote that the SAS
S® Stored Proccess Server, the
®
®
SAS OLA
AP Server, and SAS Pooled Workspace
W
Server take adva
antage of additional load balan
ncing algorithm
ms.
For more in
nformation on these
t
servers and
a load balancing options, ssee the SAS® 9
9.2 Intelligence Platform:
Application
n Server Admin
nistration Guide
e.
Balancing the
t SAS works
space load invo
olves a simple cost-based
c
alg
gorithm that deffines a baseline
e cost for each
h
workspace
e session and a maximum cos
st (total worksp
paces) permitte
ed on each phyysical machine. The maximum
m cost
per server parameter can
n be set at diffe
erent thresholds
s to allow serve
ers with different capacities to
o participate in the
cing cluster. When
W
a new SA
AS workspace is
i requested, itt is sent to the sserver with the
e least number of
load balanc
clients connected to it. If all costs are equal, the worklload is slotted tto the first servver in the list.
Incorporating multiple serrvers into a disttributed environment requiress connecting th
he backend datta and databasse
resources to
t all SAS serv
vers in the clustter. The data still
s travels acro
oss the enterprrise to the SAS
S servers for
processing
g. Load balanc
cing provides so
ome high availa
ability for the S
SAS workspace
es and SAS® O
Object Spawnerr
when multiiple physical SA
AS server node
es are active and available.
The load balancing algoriithm does not take
t
into consid
deration how b
busy the serverr is at the time tthe workspace slot is
determined
d. It is possible
e to place a new
w workspace session
s
on a se
erver that could
d be I/O, CPU o
or memory
constrained
d. Figure 3 illu
ustrates a load--balancing approach for a mu lti-server architecture.

Figure 3. Load Balancin
ng Existing SA
AS Servers fo
or Workload Diistribution
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SAS BUS
SINESS ANALYTICS GRID
D FRAMEWO
ORK
The SAS® Business Analytics Grid Fram
mework provide
es a high availa
able, robust wo
orkload distribu
ution environme
ent for
S
code using batch proces
sses, SAS clien
nt interfaces, o r SAS Display Manager acrosss physical SA
AS
executing SAS
servers. Figure 4 represe
ents a high ava
ailable SAS Griid environmentt where SAS co
omputing taskss are distributed
d
work. SAS Griid characteristi cs include dyn amic workload balancing, wo
orkload
across mulltiple compute nodes in a netw
manageme
ent, policy enfo
orcement, and efficient
e
resourrce allocation fo
or SAS produccts and solution
ns. These are ssome
of the many reasons why
y organizations are embracing
g this strategic technology.

Figure 4. High Availability SAS Busin
ness Analytics
s Grid Framew
work

SAS Grid provides
p
high availability
a
for compute
c
nodes
s, SAS servers,, and SAS applications. From
m these
perspective
es, there is no longer a single
e point of failure
e. If a compute
e node goes do
own, there are others in the ccluster
that can take on the proce
ess. The same
e goes for SAS
S servers, such
h as the SAS® M
Metadata Server and SAS Ob
bject
er process goes
s down, the grid
d platform has the ability to re
estart it on the same node or
Spawner. If a SAS serve
restart it on
n a different node. SAS applications can utilize check poin
nt restart or fulll job restart/re-q
queue if a job ffails
due to netw
work or server failure.
SAS jobs are
a dynamically
y distributed ac
cross the cluste
er based on serrver availabilityy, consumption
n, and job
parameters
s. This provide
es a more efficiient environme
ent, taking into account jobs a
and server availability before
dispatching
g the work. Fo
or non-sequentiial jobs, the pro
ocesses can be
e broken apart to run across m
multiple compu
ute
nodes in pa
arallel for subs
stantial accelera
ation of the enttire job or appliication.
Having the
e ability to put fe
ences around a computing en
nvironment is a critical compo
onent in moderrnizing a SAS
deploymen
nt, as it provides robust metho
ods to regulate the use of the shared resourrces to deliver information fasster
and more efficiently.
e
Workload manage
ement helps en
nforce companyy policies and p
provides a morre effective
processing
g environment. Some tactics utilized for worrkload manage
ement include jo
ob slots, queue
es, thresholds, and
dependenc
cies.
Job slots are
a specific to th
he number of processes
p
that are allowed to run concurren
ntly on a compu
ute node. This
protects the server from being
b
overloaded and controls
s how jobs are
e spread acrosss the computing
g environment.
Queues pla
ay a critical role
e as a cluster-w
wide container for jobs. All jo
obs submitted tto the grid go to
o a queue until
scheduled and dispatched for execution
n. Queues prov
vide control forr processes witthin the grid en
nvironment. Fo
or
example, a queue can be
e assigned a prriority, resource
e limits, excepttion policies, sccheduling policies, dispatch
windows, and
a much more
e. Within the grid environmen
nt, thresholds ssuch as CPU utilization, mem
mory utilization, and
I/O consum
mption can be set
s to limit how
w the server is utilized.
u
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From an infrastructure pe
erspective, adding capacity when needed is much more co
ost effective tha
an planning yea
ars
out. The ability
a
to absorb
b and manage growing
g
analytical needs and
d user commun
nity growth is crritical as busine
ess
dynamics change
c
and challenges arise.
By reducing typical proce
essing barriers, results are acc
celerated and d
decisions can be made faster. This opens tthe
door to han
ndle new growtth opportunities
s and the ability
y for SAS anal ysts to engage
e in more comp
plex and detaile
ed
analyses. Jobs that take days can now be done in hours, delivering timely information at the poin
nt of need and
providing th
he ability to expand the analy
ysis to areas that otherwise w
would not be considered.

REDUCING DATA MOVEMENT
M
T ACROSS THE
T
ENTER
RPRISE
With increa
asing data volu
umes, it is a crittical objective to
t reduce the m
movement and replication of d
data across the
e
enterprise. SAS has developed and con
ntinues to design software so
olutions that red
duce data movvement. SAS® Inp
tran
nsitions the work done by the SAS engine in
nto the relational database en
ngine. SAS®
Database processing
Scalable Performance
P
Da
ata Server is a data server so
olution designed
d to work with SAS datasets.

SAS SCA
ALABLE PER
RFORMANCE
E DATA SERV
VER
SAS Scala
able Performance Data Server (SPDS) is a SAS
S
software ccomponent dessigned to help S
SAS analysts
working witth large data vo
olumes. This multi-threaded
m
data server en
ngine is optimizzed for SAS da
ata and SAS
analytical processes.
p
The
e components of this server work
w
to signific antly improve tthe processing time of SAS d
data.
The data housed
h
in this server
s
has a sm
maller footprint than standard SAS datasets.. The table datta, metadata, a
and
indexes are
e distributed ac
cross multiple file
f systems forr optimal throug
ghput. The data is indexed u
using a unique hybrid
indexing sc
chema, making
g this a scalable
e analytical datta engine capa
able of processsing large SAS data volumes faster
than traditional methods. SAS Scalable
e Performance Data Server prrocesses data inside this mullti-threaded datta
ying, ordering, aggregating, and
a sub-setting
g. This ensuress that the minim
mal data amount is
server engine when query
returned to
o the SAS serve
er. Transient SAS
S
work data can be directe
ed to this serve
er to take advan
ntage of the mu
ultithreaded data server eng
gine. Figure 5 depicts a typic
cal architecture
e when SAS Sccalable Perform
mance Data Server is
deployed in
n a SAS Busine
ess Analytics Framework.
F

Figure 5. Optimizing SA
AS Data Move
ement with SA
AS Scalable Pe
erformance Da
ata Server Pro
ocessing
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Large SAS
S datasets can be represented
d by smaller da
atasets joined ttogether to app
pear as one. A
An example wo
ould
be a separrate dataset rep
presenting each US state, clu
ustered to appe
ear as one table
e containing all US states to tthe
SAS analys
st. When a query is executed
d, just the state
e datasets invo
olved in the que
ery are accesse
ed. The query is
executed in
n parallel and the
t results are aggregated witthin the SAS S
Scalable Perfor mance Data Se
erver prior to
returning to
o the SAS sess
sion. This acce
elerates data processing
p
as o
only the clusterr members invo
olved in the que
ery
are access
sed.
SAS Scala
able Performance Data Server contains a ma
anagement and
d security com
mponent to secu
ure and monito
or
access to data.
d
Data from
m multiple orga
anizations can be combined in
nto this server and access lim
mited as approp
priate.
Data acces
ss can be granted or denied down
d
to the collumn level to re
educe data dup
plication, yet allow access to the
resources that
t
the SAS analyst needs. This eliminates
s the need for multiple copiess of similar data
a containing on
nly a
few distinctt fields based on
o specific user, security, or analytical
a
need s.

SAS IN-D
DATABASE PROCESSING
P
G
SAS In-Database process
sing leverages a relational da
atabase for wha
at it does best, efficient SQL processing req
quests
e parallel proce
essing (MPP) architectures.
a
SAS
S
In-Databa
ase processing works to eithe
er move the com
mplete
on massive
SAS analyttical process in
nto the databas
se or leverage the
t database to
o complete as much of the SA
AS analytical
process tha
at it can. Vario
ous SAS In-Dattabase solution
ns are available
e for Teradata, Netezza, IBM DB2, AsterDa
ata,
Greenplum
m, and Oracle database
d
mana
agement system
ms. These solu
utions are in diifferent develop
pment stages ffor
each datab
base and could
d include the SA
AS® Scoring Ac
ccelerator, SAS
S® Analytics Acccelerator, Enh
hanced Base S
SAS®
®
Procedures
s, and SAS Fo
ormat Publishin
ng. Figure 6 depicts the SAS
S In-Database a
architecture with in-database
scoring and
d SAS Formats
s.

Figure 6. SAS In-Database Processin
ng
ally converted to SQL statem
ments and subm
mitted
Enhanced Base Procedures are SAS prrocedures that are automatica
quency procedure (FREQ), su
ummary (SUMM
NS), rank (RAN
NK), tabulate
MARY & MEAN
in the database. The freq
TE), and sort (S
SORT) are SAS
S procedure ex
xamples that ca
an be executed
d with just the rresult set return
ned to
(TABULAT
SAS for fin
nal output gene
eration. This ca
apability is enabled thru the S
SAS® Access E
Engine to the re
espective datab
base.
The SAS Scoring
S
Accelerrator is designe
ed to publish SAS Enterprise Miner models into the databa
ase as SAS
Functions to
t score the da
ata inside the database. Once
e the SAS mod
del is published
d to the databa
ase, it is executted
using nativ
ve database SQ
QL statements. This eliminate
es the need to export the data
a from the data
abase, score it in
SAS, then load the scored results back into the databa
ase or re-write the model logic in a different language. These
functions operate
o
at the ROW
R
level. Ind
dividual records
s (scoring on th
he fly) or entire
e database tablles can be scorred
using these
e functions.
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The SAS Analytics
A
Accele
erator extends the modeling processes
p
into the database. The data acquisition for mod
deling
procedures
s like regressio
on (REG), princ
cipal componen
nts (PRINCOM P), correlation (CANCORR), clustering ana
alysis
(VARCLUS
S), factor analy
ysis (FACTOR), cross multiplic
cation (SCORE
E), and forecassting (TIMESER
RIES) can be
processed inside the data
abase. The da
ata preparations
s are complete
ed inside the da
atabase with th
he requisite ana
alytical
“building bllocks” needed for the analytic
cal procedure returned
r
to the SAS server.
bjects.
SAS Forma
at Publishing ta
akes custom SAS Formats an
nd makes them
m available to S
SAS programs as database ob
When a SQ
QL step is exec
cuted and invok
kes a SAS Format, the opera
ation is completted in the datab
base rather tha
an the
data being extracted for SAS
S
to complette the process and apply the format.
ons significantly improve the SAS
S
analyticall process. The
e data no longe
er has to move
These in-database solutio
ore any analys
sis can take pla
ace as it leverag
ges the databa
ase massive pa
arallel processing
across the enterprise befo
t work fasterr. Jobs that too
ok days can no
ow be done in h
hours providing
g the ability to
architecture to complete the
e analysis to arreas that otherw
wise would not be considered
d.
expand the

NG IT ALL TOGETHER
T
BRINGIN
When look
king to modernize a SAS envirronment, understanding wherre you are and where you wo
ould like to go iss an
important step
s
in the proc
cess. Because
e business dyna
amics change rapidly, it is important to align
n with the busin
ness
while considering architec
cture approach
hes that provide
e scalability an d account for d
data duplication
n and moveme
ent.
Figure 7 illu
ustrates SAS Business
B
Analy
ytics Frameworrk with all the te
echnologies disscussed in thiss paper.

Figure 7. SAS Business
s Analytics Frramework Lev
veraging In-Da
atabase Processing and SA
AS Grid Manag
ger

Load balan
ncing and SAS Grid complem
ment each otherr to distribute w
workloads in a ccluster of SAS servers. While
e grid
helps intelligently distribute the workload
d across the different computte nodes, load balancing help
ps distribute the
e
initial works
space sessions
s across the different computte nodes. As a stand-alone fe
eature, load ba
alancing is limitted to
simple algo
orithms for distributing SAS client sessions. With SAS Gri d, a new algoriithm utilizes the
e information frrom
the entire grid
g environment to determine
e the least load
ded machine to
o initiate the SA
AS client worksspaces. The be
enefit
is that serv
ver capacity is taken
t
into acco
ount before a new workspace
e is introduced.
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Incorporating SAS Scalable Performance Data Server into a SAS Grid environment delivers the ability to process
SAS data quicker. This multi-threaded data server is a significant performance value over traditional single threaded
SAS I/O processing. The ability to engage permanent SAS data along with transient SAS work data makes this
solution a must for organizations processing large data volumes for analytics.
The last piece is SAS Grid and SAS In-Database technologies working together. SAS Grid dynamically manages
and distributes SAS workloads to reduce processing time while in-database processing leverages the MPP database
architectures for data management and analytics without having to duplicate or move the data. These technologies
provide flexible scaling to deal with increase data demands, increased user demands, more complex analysis, and
increased demand for more value. SAS Grid also provides the ability to enforce, track, and monitor policies while
remaining highly available. Bringing all these technologies together creates a scalable and reliable environment for
fast and efficient processing for both SAS and relational data.
The SAS Business Analytics Framework is designed to adapt as the organization changes. This paper discussed
four common technologies that provide “snap-on” building blocks to enhance the SAS Business Analytics Framework:
load balancing, SAS Grid, SAS Scalable Performance Data Server, and SAS In-Database. Separately, these
technologies can significantly improve business processes. Together they have the ability to alter how business is
done all together.
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